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There is some more bad news for
Nithyananda alias A Rajasekhara.
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The Karnataka CID on Wednesday filed an additional
charge sheet in the Ramanagaram court, claiming that
besides several women, Nithyananda forced a man to
have sex with him on a number of occasions both at his
Bidadi ashram near here as well as in some cities in the US.
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Director General, CID, R K Dutta told Deccan Herald that “evidence has emerged
that Nithyananda was indulging in unnatural sex.”
The man, whose identity is not being revealed, complained to the State CID
some time ago over Skype and his statement was video-recorded after due
permission from the court. He is now a resident of Seattle in the US.
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Related News

This is the first time a male devotee has come forward to lodge a complaint
against Nithyananda against whom the first charge sheet was filed by the police
after his arrest in Solon, Himachal Pradesh, where he had fled to when a secretly
filmed sex video of him was shown by television news channels in Chennai and
Bangalore.
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In his complaint, the former Nithyananda devotee has given graphic accounts of
how his so-called preceptor forced him into “unnatural sex” at least on six
occasions at the Bidadi ashram as well as a number of times in Seattle and
some other US cities. Police sources said these sexual acts were punishable
under Section 377 of the Indian Penal Code.
As part of the additional charge sheet, the CID has enclosed the statement of a
US-based clinical psychiatrist who has alleged that when Nithyananda was on
the run, he had admitted that he has had sex with several women. The
psychiatrist was very well known to Nithyananda and had tried to get to the
bottom of the controversy created after the sex video went public.
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In pursuance of its original case against Nithyananda, the CID has made Jamuna Bangalore,
Chennai, Goa,
Rani, the wife of his secretary A Sadhananda, alias Aiyya, a co-accused.
Hyderabad

The charge against Jamuna Rani is that she wilfully signed on behalf of
Nithyananda on the infamous non-disclosure agreement that bound his devotees
to silence over the various sexual acts, including tantra sex, he forced them into
at his Bidadi ashram.
The CID also notified the court that despite several notices to Nithyananda to
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appear for medical/physical examination, he did not appear before the police
which, according to a source, proved mens rea or “guilty mind”.
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Despite several attempts to reach him over the phone, there was no response
from Nithyananda’s lawyer C V Nagesh.
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raj kumar 1 week ago
what was that former devotee doing for the past 2 years? why a complaint only now? why a complaint
only after knowing that all the cases filed against paramahamsa nithyananda are getting defeated in the
court of law?
Alagammai Kasi and 23 more liked this
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chandras1 1 week ago in reply to raj kumar
It says the victim complained over skype some time ago, not now. It could have been few months
or an year ago. Only now have the CID filed a chargesheet based on that complaint.
Nati_KoLi and 7 more liked this
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KANNADIGA 1 week ago in reply to chandras1
LO BOOPA!!! IT ALL ABOUT DESIRE MAN... MANY GURUJIS WITHOUT FAMILY LIFE FEEL
VERYYYYYYYYYYYYY DIFFICULT TO SPEND LIFE TILL DEATH,,, WHAT IF RAKHI
SAWANT COMES OUT TO ASHRAM WITH HER SPECIAL BUT NORMAL (FOR HER)
DRESS,, WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO THE SWAMIJIS????????????? HE WILL SURELY
LEAVE HIS DHYANA PEETHA AND FIND SLEEPING BED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
THERE ARE MATS WHERE YOUNG GIRLS GO FOR POOJA,, BUT THE GURUS WHO SEE
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THEM WILL FIND SOME REASON,TIME, PLACE AND WILL DO REAL
POOJA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
IT IS HAPPENING,, AND PEOPLE HAVE NOT LEARNED LESSON FROM THE LAST 2-3
YEARS DRAMA OF DHYANA PEETHA!! STILL SUPPORTING THIS NITYA-ANANDA!!! WHY
CANT THEY CLOSE IT AND THROW THIS MAN TO TAMIL NADU!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! HE IS
FROM TAMIL NADU,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, GOOBE!!!!!
Nati_KoLi and 17 more liked this
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Aatma 1 week ago in reply to KANNADIGA
Kannadiga ! Shame to be calling yourself a Kannadiga, man! For putting your fantasies of
a Rakhi Sawant or young girls on this utterly foolish article and harping the same old tune
that some parts of the Media is making you harp! I naturally cannot expect you to think a
little? a little above your level and look into the logistics of all this, man ! But.. nah.. I cant
even ask you and the likes of you to do that. For the simple reason that you DO NOT
have the capacity. Period. So, what can I say to you other than shooing you. Hey but
remember, Karma comes back BIG time, Not just to you but to seven generations before
and after you. If you have doubts, ask somebody that knows about Karma. Adios Amigo !
(Edited by author 1 week ago)
5 people liked this.
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Me2 deccan 1 week ago in reply to Aatma
PretAtma Ji Please sign a NDA with Nitya and Rakhi for next set of asanas along
with Ranjini.This Nitya guy is a mentally distorted person and should be separated
and fed to Lions.Poor Rakhi is giving free time pass and Nitya is making most of
it.Only problem is he is dubbed as a SWAMJI... maybe salman or other would not
have made such a head line. :-)(
Nati_KoLi and 6 more liked this
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mallige 1 week ago in reply to Aatma
your present living in karnataka and supporting this fake swamiji is your karma !
Nati_KoLi and 3 more liked this
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3 people liked this.
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Nati_KoLi 1 week ago in reply to chandras1
True

Me2 deccan 1 week ago in reply to raj kumar
Guys all 11 Likes are from cham chas of Swami Crk Nitya its all Ananda
Nati_KoLi and 2 more liked this

Nati_KoLi 1 week ago in reply to Me2 deccan
Just run a IP trace you will get to know where they are coming from.......:)
Me2 deccan liked this

Anshuman Singh 1 week ago in reply to Me2 deccan
Me2deccan yes we are all his followers we are more than 13 crore in number. Do u know how
many zeros are there in 13 crore...? feel lucky that they are compassionate enough not to
comment, if they come you wont have a place to run.
(Edited by author 1 week ago)
1 person liked this.
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